Develop proficiency in a South Asian language through an 8-week summer intensive language program

SASLI 2024

JUNE 17 – AUGUST 9
MADISON, WI

Bangla • Dari • Gujarati • Hindi • Marathi • Nepali • Pashto
Punjabi • Sanskrit • Sinhala • Tamil • Tibetan • Urdu

PROFESSIONALS AND UNDERGRADUATE, GRADUATE, NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS ARE ALL WELCOME TO APPLY

sasli.wisc.edu

Funding Available!

Learn More & Apply

@sasliUW  @sasli_uw  @sasli_uw

Minimum enrollments apply. Languages are offered at the Elementary and Intermediate levels; Advanced level offered for Hindi, Sanskrit, and Urdu. Synchronous remote may be available.

SASLI is sponsored by a consortium of National Resource Centers on South Asia and FLAS-granting institutions, with funding from the U.S. Department of Education's Title VI Program. SASLI is administered by the UW-Madison Language Program Office and the Center for South Asia.